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(a) initial labeling (b) standard move (c) !-"-swap (d) !-expansion

Figure 2: Examples of standard and large moves from a given labeling (a). The number of

labels is |L| = 3. A standard move (b) changes a label of a single pixel (in the circled area).

Strong moves (c-d) allow large number of pixels to change their labels simultaneously.

3.1 Partitions and move spaces

Any labeling f can be uniquely represented by a partition of image pixels P = {Pl | l ! L}

where Pl = {p ! P | fp = l} is a subset of pixels assigned label l. Since there is an obvious

one to one correspondence between labelings f and partitions P, we can use these notions

interchangingly.

Given a pair of labels !, ", a move from a partition P (labeling f) to a new partition

P! (labeling f !) is called an !-" swap if Pl = P !
l for any label l "= !, ". This means that

the only di!erence between P and P! is that some pixels that were labeled ! in P are now

labeled " in P!, and some pixels that were labeled " in P are now labeled ! in P!. A special

case of an !-" swap is a move that gives the label ! to some set of pixels previously labeled

". One example of !-" swap move is shown in Fig. 2(c).

Given a label !, a move from a partition P (labeling f) to a new partition P! (labeling

f !) is called an !-expansion if P! # P !
! and P !

l # Pl for any label l "= !. In other words, an

!-expansion move allows any set of image pixels to change their labels to !. An example of

an !-expansion move is shown in Fig. 2(d).

Recall that ICM and annealing use standard moves allowing only one pixel to change its

intensity. An example of a standard move is given in Fig. 2(b). Note that a move which

assigns a given label ! to a single pixel is both an !-" swap and an !-expansion. As a

consequence, a standard move is a special case of both a !-" swap and an !-expansion.


